SAN DOMINGO HAS
ANOTHER REVOLUTION

New Provisional Government Set Up and Demands of United States Acceded to—Japan Dissatisfied With Russia’s Offer—Attemp to Assassinate Max Nordau—Steel Works Shut Down—Cruiser New York Sails for Panama.

(ASSOCIATED PRESS CALIFORNIA)

SAN DOMINGO, Dec. 25—The rebellion against the Dominican government was suppressed. Governor Weaver is a refugee in the French consulate. The provisional government has agreed to accede to all the demands made by the United States.

STEEL EMPLOYERS TRUST

CHICAGO, Ill., Dec. 25—The Illinois Steel Works has laid off four thousand men. A portion of the works has been shut down, owing to the settlement of manufacture by reason of the steel trust disclosures and because of the decision of builders not to carry out plans for extensive works in the unsettered labor conditions of the country.

DREYFUS HEARING RECOMMENDED.

PARIS, Dec. 25—It is reported that the commission which has been considering the Dreyfus case has recommended a revision. It is rumored that Mazzini and some of the other generals may be brought before the high court. Dreyfus’s friends predict that he will be restored to rank if given a rehearing.

HIGH OFFICIALS FIGHT.

HOPE, Ark., Dec. 26—Governor Jefferson Davis and Justice Woods of the Supreme Court engage in a fist fight today. Both men were injured. Mazzini was badly hurt. Political differences were responsible for the encounter.

ATTACK TO ASSASSINATE NORDAU.

PARIS, Dec. 25—An unsuccessful attempt was made to assassinate Max Nordau by a Russian revolutionary. His opposition to Zionism plans is said to be back of the attempt.

FRENCH BARK MAY BE LOST.

NANTES, Dec. 26—Fears are expressed that the French bark Lo Ryano, which left Cherbourg on the 18th, is lost at sea. She is long overdue.

JAPAN IS NOT SATISFIED.

TOKYO, Dec. 25—Japan has not satisfied with the United States decision to withdraw the American steamer Connecticut from the Kanto River, which is being used as a theater of operations. The Japanese government was not consulted as to the withdrawal.

BLACK WILL ACCEPT.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 26—General John C. Black has agreed to accept the nomination to the civil service commission.

SEATTLE, Dec. 25—The cruiser New York sailed for Panama.

KILOAHE HAS SEVERAL SPOUTERS.

Admiral Baden of the Kiloa has had several sputers since his arrival in the Kiloa. The sputers are caused by the Kiloa’s bad weather, which is so bad that the admiral has been unable to make any progress.

I would not have written this until now, but I was not able to come to the Kiloa’s mainmast and see the damage to the Kiloa’s topmasts.

Fighting Service of the Kiloa is in full swing. When the Kiloa was first engaged, the weather was so bad that the Kiloa’s topmasts were damaged. The Kiloa’s officers are doing their utmost to repair the damage.